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Abstract – One method to assess fish stocks using a suite of indicators is the traffic light approach. In this approach,
the time series of the different indicators are mapped on a common colour scale to highlight alerts that occur when
indicators cross reference limit values. Until now, however, the procedure has lacked a statistical framework. Here, we
propose the cumulative sum (CUSUM) monitoring scheme as a suitable statistical framework. CUSUM is a statistical
process control method that detects deviations from a reference mean, according to defined performance criteria. With
the CUSUM monitoring scheme, alarm signals can be triggered when indicators cross defined in-control limits that
correspond to defined probabilities of false alarm and non-alarm (i.e., precision and power of the CUSUM monitoring
scheme). A table of CUSUM out-of-control deviations is constructed to serve as a diagnostics table. In this table,
the deviations in the different indicators are quantitative and given in similar units of variance, which facilitates their
integrated assessment. The CUSUM out-of-control table also shows how deviations accumulate over time and thus
provides a view of the stock history. The procedure was applied to the North Sea cod stock to illustrate how a fishery-
independent integrated assessment can be achieved using a suite of indicators derived from research survey data. The
indicators used were related to the spatial distribution, abundance, length structure, length at maturity and apparent
mortality. The stock was found to be outside its reference limits from 2001 and has shown a continued degradation in
status since this time.
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1 Introduction

Fisheries research survey programs provide time series of
a wide range of indices relative to different attributes of fish
populations. These indices can offer a broad biological basis
for indicators to assess fish stock status. In practice, this type of
fish stock assessment requires the use of many such indicators
(e.g., Link 2005). Moreover, the ecosystem approach to fish-
eries management considers fish stocks in their ecosystems,
which broadens the range of indicators one must consider (e.g.,
Jennings 2005). The question then arises of how to combine
the various results to achieve an integrated assessment. One
way of doing this is to use a “traffic light approach” (Caddy
2002, 2004; Caddy et al. 2005; Halliday et al. 2001). In this ap-
proach, the different indicators are first mapped on a common
colour scale to display whether reference values have been
crossed. The use of thresholds and reference points is central
to mapping the indicator series into a traffic light table. The
assessment is then achieved by some form of integration of the
colours, which may use weighting or grouping of the indica-
tor responses. Lastly, management actions are taken based on
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the assessment and following decision-making rules laid down
beforehand. A characteristic of the “traffic light approach” is
that it is model-free and presents the time series of fish stock
status visually. Caution should be taken when integrating the
responses of the indicators to assign the stock to a good or bad
status, as many indicators can be correlated. Therefore, sim-
ply counting alarms among positively correlated indicators can
over-emphasise the seriousness of events. To mitigate the ef-
fect of correlation, we used multivariate indicators derived by
combining individual indicators (e.g., for spatial distributions),
and also considered the response of grouped indicators. This
approach allowed different attributes of the stock (e.g., length
structure, spatial distribution and abundance) to be monitored
using a variety of indicators.

Because survey-derived indicators are noisy, reference
points may be crossed simply by chance. A statistical frame-
work is therefore needed to correctly interpret the variabil-
ity in the indicator time series and detect changes with a
defined probability of errors. Prager et al. (2003) suggested
estimation of limit values for indicators, based on a proba-
bility distribution for the indicators and a defined risk α of
finding an infringement when, in fact, none occurred. How-
ever, this approach did not consider the risk β of not detecting
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that an indicator has exceeded the set threshold. In this paper
we suggest the use of the statistical process control scheme
CUSUM (e.g., Hawkins and Olwell 1997; Mesnil and Petitgas
2009) as a statistical framework for the traffic light approach.
The CUSUM monitoring of an indicator will detect a shift
in the mean along the time series with a given precision and
power. The CUSUM monitoring scheme explicitly makes a
compromise between a low enough probability of false alarm
and a powerful enough ability to detect change in the indi-
cator mean value while filtering out inherent variability. In
the present study, we monitored a suite of indicators using
CUSUM schemes, assembled results in a CUSUM out-of-
control table, and then used this table to construct diagnostics
on the status of a fish stock. The procedure permitted us to con-
duct an integrated assessment using a statistical framework.

The original conception of the traffic light approach re-
quires that reference points be defined for each indicator (e.g.,
Caddy 2004); however, these are not necessarily available
or known for a wide range of indicators. Therefore, rather
than consider reference values for each indicator, we consid-
ered a reference period for the stock, in which this stock was
perceived to be in an acceptable state. Such an approach is
typical of phase-I in the statistical process control approach
(e.g., Montgomery 2005; Mesnil and Petitgas 2009), in which
the in-control state is characterised. The consequence for fish
stock assessment is that the assessment made is relative to
the defined reference period. In-control limits (thresholds) for
each indicator are then defined statistically to correspond to
the required precision and power of the CUSUM monitor-
ing scheme. In-control limits are therefore not derived from
biological reasoning, although the reference period is.

2 Method

A reference period is first defined to represent the in-
control (reference) population state. In-control mean and stan-
dard deviation for each indicator are estimated for this pe-
riod. Then, for each indicator, a CUSUM monitoring scheme
is tuned to the desired performance to signal deviations from
the in-control mean. In this process, the probabilities of false-
alarms and non-alarms are converted into the in-control limits
that enclose acceptable deviations from the reference mean.
Then, each indicator is monitored outside the reference period
using the CUSUM scheme. The application of the CUSUM to
all indicators produces an array of deviations from the refer-
ence mean vector expressed in standard deviation units. This
array is the CUSUM diagnostics table, where each column
corresponds to the time series of deviations for an indicator.
Because the deviations are expressed in units of standard
deviation (sd), comparisons between indicators are immedi-
ate. Setting all non-alerting deviations to zero, the diagnos-
tics CUSUM table assembles the alerting deviations from the
reference means with a + or – sign. In some years, only a
small number of indicators may signal alarms, some perhaps
with high deviations; in other years, many may signal. As in
the traffic light approach, we may either use judgement or
an agreed rule to assign the stock in each year to the “in-
control” or “out-of-control” state. This assignment is based on
which indicators signal alarm and on how many of them do

so. An important characteristic of the CUSUM is that it accu-
mulates deviations over time. The out-of-control deviations in
the diagnostics table thus also show historical deviations along
the time series. They therefore reveal, for example, how the
CUSUM accumulates out-of-control deviations or, on the con-
trary, how it returns within the in-control limits.

The tuning of the CUSUM monitoring scheme relies on
the statistical distribution that is fitted to the indicator. The
CUSUM distribution is deduced from the indicator distribu-
tion. Then in-control limits are estimated that correspond to
the desired statistical performance of the CUSUM scheme
(Hawkins and Olwell 1997, chapter 6). When the indicator is
Gaussian, the tuning of its CUSUM scheme can follow the pro-
cedure described in Mesnil and Petitgas (2009). For a multi-
variate indicator that is a square Euclidian distance quantifying
the departure from a reference, the indicator distribution can be
Chi-square. In this case, the tuning of its CUSUM scheme can
follow the procedure described in Petitgas and Poulard (2009).

The tuning phase achieves a compromise between the
value of the shift in the mean that can be detected by the
monitoring scheme and the probability with which it can be
detected. Four parameters characterise the performance of the
monitoring scheme (e.g., Mesnil and Petitgas 2009):
• The allowance, k (sd units), indicates the amplitude of the

fluctuations not retained as significant and that are filtered;
• The decision interval, h (sd units), indicates the in-control

limits which, if infringed, will generate an out-of-control
signal;
• The (in-control) average run length, IC.ARL or ARL(0), is

the average time to a false alarm (units are the time series
step);
• The out-of-control average run length, OC.ARL or

ARL(2k), is the average time before detecting a shift in
the mean (units are the time series step).

The average run lengths of the CUSUM scheme can be de-
fined as rates (time−1) and are the inverse of the false-alarm
probability and the non-alarm probability of the CUSUM.

3 Example application

To illustrate the application in practice, the procedure was
applied to the North Sea cod stock for which indices of abun-
dance, length, mortality and spatial distribution have been esti-
mated (Cotter et al. 2009; Woillez et al. 2009) using the survey
data of the North Sea International Bottom Trawl Surveys co-
ordinated by the International Council for the Exploration of
the Sea (ICES IBTS quarter 1 data). The different steps of the
procedure were as follows: estimation of the indicators from
the survey data, definition of the reference period and estima-
tion of the in-control mean and variance for each indicator,
tuning of the CUSUM scheme for each indicator, application
of the CUSUM scheme to each of the indicator time series,
assembly of the out-of-control deviations in the CUSUM di-
agnostics table, and performance of an integrated assessment
using a rule to assign the stock to the “in-control” or “out-of-
control” state.

The survey time series spanned 21 years, 1985-2005, and
fish ages recorded in the survey ranged from 1 to 6. The esti-
mated indicator series used are available from the EU project
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Fig. 1. Indicators of North Sea cod that show a significant shift in their mean along their 1985-2005 time series, supporting the alarm signal
indicated by the CUSUM monitoring scheme. Indicators are: Survey index: Log abundance index (numbers of fish); Recruit index: Log
abundance at age 2 (numbers of fish); Spatial index:

√
2D2, where D2 is a distance measuring the departure from the average spatial distribution

over all ages and is obtained by applying Multi Factor Analysis on the spatial indices at age; L50. maturity: length (cm) at which 50% of the
population is reproductively mature.

FISBOAT website at http://www.ifremer.fr/drvecohal/fisboat/.
The indicators of abundance were the survey index (total fish
numbers) and the recruit index (numbers at age 2). The indi-
cators of length were the mean (Lbar) and the quartiles (L25,
L75) of the fish length distribution. The indicator of maturity
was the length at which 50 percent of the fish were sexually
mature (L50). The indicator of mortality was the total mortal-
ity coefficient Z estimated by the log ratio between all individ-
uals aged 1 to 5 in year t-1 and those aged 2 to 6 in year t. From
the eight spatial indicators at age described in Woillez et al.
(2009), characterising the spatial distributions at age (longi-
tude and latitude of gravity centre, inertia, anisotropy, patches,
positive area, spreading area, equivalent area, microstructure),
a multivariate spatial index was estimated using Multi Factor
Analysis (Petitgas and Poulard 2009). The spatial index quan-
tified the departure from the mean distribution in the reference
period, for each year and over all ages. In all, eight indicator
time series were considered to monitor the status of the North
Sea cod stock (Figs. 1 and 2): two indicators relative to abun-
dance, three relative to the length structure, one relative to ma-
turity, one for mortality and one multivariate indicator for the
spatial distributions at age.

The reference (in-control) period was the first 10 years of
the series, 1985-1994, which corresponded to a relatively high
abundance in the survey data series, with no particular trend

in abundance or recruitment. The reference period was agreed
after discussions that took place during an international work-
shop of the FISBOAT project. The same reference period was
applied to all indicators and an in-control mean and standard
deviation were estimated for each indicator (Table 1). The dis-
tribution of all indicators was considered Gaussian except for
the abundance indices, which were assumed to be log-normal,
and the multivariate spatial indicator, D2, which was consid-
ered Chi-square. Abundance indices were log transformed and
the spatial indicator was square root transformed (

√
2 D2) to

approach normality. The CUSUM scheme was then tuned for
each indicator (Table 1). Shifts in the mean (2k) in the order of
2 sd could be reliably detected with good precision (one false
alarm every 30 years on average) and power (average detection
time lower than 2 years).

The results of applying the CUSUM monitoring scheme to
the indicator time series were assembled in an array of out-of-
control deviations from the reference mean vector expressed
in standard deviation units. This table (Table 2) formed the
CUSUM diagnostics table. It indicated that the deviations that
could be visually identified on the indicator time series (Figs. 1
and 2) were statistically significant.

Given the variability in the time series of the length and
mortality indicators, no change in the mean was detected, ex-
cept in 1995. In contrast, shifts in the mean were detected for

http://www.ifremer.fr/drvecohal/fisboat/
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Table 1. Parameters of the CUSUM monitoring schemes for North Sea cod spatial and biological indicators. The reference period is 1985-
1994. Parameters are: mean (mu) and standard deviation (sd) in the reference period; allowance (k in sd units); decision interval (h in sd units);
average run length (ic.arl, time in years) of the CUSUM to a false alarm (also noted ARL(0)); run length (ic.rl.25, in years) of the CUSUM
corresponding to the first quartile of the run length distribution; average run length (oc.arl, in years) of the CUSUM to detect a shift in the
mean after it has happened (also noted ARL(2k)). Indicators are: Spatial index:

√
2D2, where D2 is a distance measuring the departure from

the average spatial distribution over ages 1 to 6 and is obtained by applying multi factor analysis to the spatial indices at age; Survey index:
Log abundance index (numbers of fish) for ages 1 to 6; Recruit index: Log abundance at age 2 (numbers of fish); L50 maturity: length (cm) at
which 50% of the population is mature; Lbar: average length (cm) in the population; L25, L75: length values (cm) corresponding to the first
and third quartiles of the length distribution; Z: apparent total mortality (y−1) over ages 1 to 5.

Parameters Indicators
Spatial Survey Recruit L50 Lbar L25 L75 Z
Index Index Index Maturity

Mean mu 4.60 19.12 18.00 65.44 34.77 20.69 41.70 1.12
Standard deviation sd 0.73 0.26 0.77 5.24 4.80 5.16 6.45 0.44
Allowance k 1 1.3 0.9 1.1 1.2 0.9 0.8 1.0
Decision interval h 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0
In-control average run length (1qt) ic.arl 51.8 79.3 27.5 56.2 60.0 27.5 30.0 35.3
In-control run length ic.rl.25 16 23.0 8.0 16.0 17.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
Out-of-control average run length oc.arl 2.0 1.5 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.9 2.3 1.8

Table 2. CUSUM diagnostics table for North Sea cod using spatial and biological population indicators. Values are the out-of-control deviations
from the reference mean for each indicator in standard deviation units. The reference period is 1985-1994. The procedure signals an alarm from
2001 onwards. Indicators are: Spatial index:

√
2D2, where D2 is a distance measuring the departure from the average spatial distribution over

ages 1 to 6 and is obtained by applying Multi Factor Analysis on the spatial indices at age; Survey index: Log abundance index (numbers of
fish) for ages 1 to 6; Recruit index: Log abundance at age 2 (numbers of fish); L50 maturity: length (cm) at which 50% of the population is
mature; Lbar: average length (cm) in the population; L25, L75: length values (cm) corresponding to the first and third quartiles of the length
distribution; Z: apparent total mortality (y−1) over ages 1 to 5.

Year Spatial Survey Recruit L50 Lbar L25 L75 Z Diagnostics
Index Index Index Maturity

1985 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1986 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1987 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1988 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1989 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1990 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1991 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1992 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1993 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1994 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ref
1995 1.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1996 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1997 0.00 0.00 0.00 –1.85 –1.84 –1.03 –2.21 0.00
1998 0.00 0.00 0.00 –3.44 0.00 0.00 –2.00 0.00
1999 0.00 –1.27 –1.30 –7.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2000 0.00 –1.65 0.00 –9.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2001 1.57 –3.04 0.00 –9.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Alarm
2002 1.96 –3.96 0.00 –12.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Alarm
2003 3.77 –7.48 0.00 –15.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Alarm
2004 5.56 –10.50 –1.18 –19.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Alarm
2005 6.26 –14.97 –2.02 –23.10 0.00 0.00 1.23 Alarm

L50 at maturity, the survey index of abundance and the spa-
tial index. The deviations were negative for L50 at maturity
and the abundance index meaning that, in the North Sea cod
population, the mature fish got smaller and smaller with time
and abundance decreased. The spatial index (being a distance)
was only positive and therefore its deviation was also only
positive: the North Sea cod population showed a spatial dis-
tribution over all ages that became increasingly different from

that of the reference years. The deviations accumulated with
time, reaching more than 20 sd units for L50 at maturity, more
than 10 sd units for the abundance and more than 6 sd units
for the spatial index. Clearly, the stock accumulated large de-
viations from its reference state. For the CUSUM to return
to within in-control limits, opposite deviations would need to
accumulate. This could be achieved by large deviations in a
small time period or smaller ones over a longer time period.
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Fig. 2. Indicators of North Sea cod that show no shift in their means through the 1985-2005 time series. Indicators are: Lbar: mean length (cm)
in the population; L25, L75: length values (cm) at the first and third quartiles of the length distribution; Z: total apparent mortality (y−1) over
ages 1 to 5.

As characterised in the CUSUM diagnostic table (Table 2), the
state of North Sea cod continuously degraded from 2001 on-
wards, with no sign of a return to the reference state.

To assign the stock in each year to the “in-control” or “out-
of-control” state (Table 2, right column), the following rule
was used. The indicators were grouped into 5 categories (stock
attributes): abundance, spatial distribution, maturity, length
and mortality. The stock was considered as “out-of-control”
for any one year if the CUSUM scheme signalled for indi-
cators belonging to at least 3 categories. Following this rule,
the stock was repeatedly out of control from 2001 and the de-
viations became continuously worse. Just before 2001, in the
period 1997-2001, there were already signs of the stock being
close to out-of-control. It seems that there was a sequence of
deterioration as the indicators signalled progressively: (1) from
1997 length at maturity constantly decreased, (2) from 1999
abundance constantly decreased, and (3) from 2001 the spatial
distribution signalled increasing departure from the reference
spatial pattern (Table 2, Fig. 3). The state of the stock indicated
by the CUSUM diagnostics table was consistent with assess-
ments carried out by ICES (e.g. 2003) based on catch-at-age
analyses, which showed that the spawning stock had consis-
tently been below the limit reference point since 1999. In 2001,
ICES advised a closure of the directed fishery. The present
procedures broaden the biological basis of that assessment.

4 Discussion – Conclusion

The CUSUM monitoring scheme provides a statistical
framework for the traffic light approach. It allows monitor-
ing of changes in indicator time series. The method explicitly
shows the significant shift in the mean that can be detected,
together with the statistical significance with which it can be
detected. The performance statistics of the monitoring scheme
are based on the statistical distribution that the indicator is as-
sumed to follow. The CUSUM out-of-control diagnostics ta-
ble assembles the out-of-control deviations for all indicators.
The deviations are quantitative and given in similar units for
all indicators, allowing comparisons between indicators. Evo-
lution over time can also be characterised as the CUSUM ac-
cumulates deviations. On these bases, the CUSUM diagnos-
tics table permits an integrated assessment with a historical
perspective. The application to North Sea cod illustrates how
survey-based indicators relating to spatial distribution, abun-
dance, length structure, maturity and apparent mortality could
be integrated into one single assessment. Across all indicators,
the false alarm rate was greater than 30 years and the non-
alarm rate was lower than 2 years. The deviations in the mean
that could be detected with such performance were close to 2
standard deviations. The result of the assessment was that the
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the North Sea cod stock as characterised by
the CUSUM monitoring scheme 1985-2005. Deviations are relative
to the reference mean and expressed in units of standard deviation.
Reference means and standard deviations are estimated for the refer-
ence period 1985-1994. The statistical performance of the monitoring
scheme is presented in Table 1.

stock was outside its reference limits from 2001 onwards, with
continuous degradation of its status.

The CUSUM diagnostics table is designed to monitor
changes in the mean. This is a crucial and neutral component
of the assessment (Spellerberg 2005) which also serves to as-
sess the impact of past management actions. The indicators
used here related to different attributes of a fish stock, but the
method is applicable to a larger set of indicators relating to
an entire ecosystem. It could serve for fish stock monitoring
with an ecosystem perspective (e.g., Steele 1996) as well as
for integrated ecosystem assessment (e.g., Link et al. 2002).
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